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Internet of Things (IoT)

Use

Along with mobile internet and the automation of knowledge work—and 

expects its economic impact to be around USD 11.1 trillion by 2025 as 

forecasted by McKinsey. 

IoT brings new information relevant to economic activities – such as our 

movements or energy use of different sockets - into decision making 

systems that enable SCP. One application, smart meters, is gaining 

popularity. In 2017, Asia Pacific (excluding China) installed 17.5 million 

smart electricity meters. 360,000 of these were in Southeast Asia. Four 

Japanese utilities aim to have 27 million meters installed by 2024, while 

Korean utility KEPCO aims to install 26 million smart meters by 2020. 

Australia and New Zealand are expected to average 500,000 smart 

meter installations every year between 2018 and 2025.



Big Data

Use

Big data is closely associated with the IoT, as it refers to enormous and 

complex databases that need advanced data science to process. One 

major barrier to the integrated approach of SCP has been both lack of data 

which can be addressed through IoT, and complexity of processing 

information on a variety of life cycle stages and sustainability dimensions, 

which can be mitigated through the application of big data technology. 

Accenture found that 59 per cent of companies say big data is “extremely 

important” to their organization. Almost eight in ten users (79 percent) 

agree that ‘companies that do not embrace big data will lose their 

competitive position and may even face extinction. Forrester predicts the 

global Big Data software market will be worth USD 31 billion in 2018, 14 

per cent more than 2017.



Blockchain

Use

Sometimes referred to the “world wide ledger” that compliments the “world 

wide web”, Blockchain is a public chain of records in which each new 

transaction is logged. All parties who have access to the blockchain will 

have the same copy of the record, which is updated each time a new 

transaction is made and collectively verified. 

World Economic Forum (WEF) has predicted that by 2027, 10 per cent of 

global GDP will be stored using blockchain. A December 2017 study by 

technology giant Cognizant, found that 88 per cent of banking and finance 

sector executives view blockchain as critical to the future of their industry. 

Some key applications for sustainable development include supply chain 

transparency, monitoring and managing carbon footprints, efficient 

recycling chains, and rewarding good behavior.



Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Use

Artificial Intelligence (AI) or machine learning refers to technologies ranging from 

robots that move around autonomously and perform tasks, to algorithms that can 

analyze enormous volumes of data and automate decision-making without human 

intervention to chatbots and household names like Alexa and Siri. 

There are three levels of AI: narrow AI refers to a machine as capable as humans in 

one specific area, general AI refers to a machine that is as smart as a human and 

super AI which is a machine as smart of al humans collectively.  Current technology 

has only reached the level of narrow AI. A report by WEF and PwC this year found 

that there are six key environmental challenges that AI can help solve: climate 

change, biodiversity and conservation, ocean health, water security, clean air, and 

weather and disaster resilience. AI is also a crucial feature of smart electricity grids, 

and can help predict demand and supply, improve load management, and stabilizes 

grids as they integrate renewables into the system.



Circular Economy

Enabling Environment
• Policy
• Technology 
• Standards 
• MEPS 
• Regulations 
• Incentives 
• Private sector 

engagement
• Access to finance 

SCP



Circularity

History and Current State of Waste Management in Japan, MOEJ (2014)



Benefits of Circular Economy - India

•Wasted resources are materials and energy that cannot be continually regenerated, but instead
are consumed and forever gone when used.
•Products with wasted lifecycles have artificially short working lives or are disposed of even if
there is still demand for them from other users.
•Product with wasted capacity sit idle unnecessarily; for instance, cars typically sit unused for 90%
of their lives.
•Wasted embedded values are components, materials, and energy that are not recovered from
disposed products and put back into use.



Circular Economy in Agriculture Sector



Example from India



Demand and Pressure in Asia Pacific



Closing Urban-Rural Loop through Circularity



Agriculture Sector – High Priority



IoT for Circularity in Agriculture Sector



Big Data for Circularity in Agriculture Sector



Blockchain for Circularity in Agriculture Sector



A.I for Circularity in Agriculture Sector



Way Forward - Enabling Environment
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Guarantees

Community
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Asia Pacific Roadmap for
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EU Funded SWITCH-Asia RPAC

Regional Policy 

Advocacy 

Component

To strengthen the dialogue at regional, sub-regional and national policies 

on Sustainable Consumption and Production in selected Asian countries, 

thereby contributing to green growth and reduction of poverty in these 

countries.

Activity 

areas

Advocacy of SCP-related regulatory framework at regional, sub-

regional and national fora.

Demonstration of SCP policy instruments.

Support the uptake and reporting of SDG 12 and related SDG 

targets across the 2030 Agenda.
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